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Abstract 
For the rigorous development of larger-scale software, the use of data abstractions is essential. 
For formal development in methods such as the VDM, B and the refinement calculus such 
abstractions are encapsulated in a module with state and operations. The principle of information 
hiding suggests that the state of a module should be inaccessible to the rest of a program. As an 
approach to refinement where an existing module is to be reused, we recommend relaxing the 
principle of information hiding to allow the program being developed to access the ahstruct state 
of the module directly. Eventually all references to the module state must be replaced by calls 
to module operations, but in the initial stages of refinement allowing only module operations 
is too restrictive. By allowing access to the module state the development method supports the 
reuse of existing modules more easily. 
I. Introduction 
The principle of information hiding [7] ~ not allowing external access to the internal 
state of a module - is important in developing well-structured programs because it 
allows a program to be developed using abstract data structures. These structures may 
not be directly supported by the programming language but are easier to reason about 
than the data structures provided by the programming language. Information hiding 
allows data refinement to be used to change the internal representation of the state 
of a module to allow more efficient implementation of the module’s operations. The 
module interface specification provides a firewall between the user of the module ~ 
who may assume only the properties specified in the interface but not those additional 
properties of a particular implementation - and the implementer of the interface ~ who 
may choose to implement the interface how they see fit without any specific knowledge 
of how the module is to be used (provided the use conforms to the specification). 
In [4, Chapter 171 Morgan presents a technique for introducing a module during the 
development of a sequential program. The approach begins by introducing the state, S, 
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of the module-to-be as part of the program’s state. The program is then refined. During 
this process procedures are introduced to manipulate the state, S, of the module-to-be. 
In the initial stages of the refinement S is used directly by the program, but as the 
refinement proceeds access to S is localised to a set of procedures whose purpose is to 
manipulate S. Once all references to S are localised to these procedures, a new module 
can be created and the state, S, its initialisation and procedures to manipulate it can 
be encapsulated within the module. 
This is an excellent approach to take to developing a new module from scratch. One 
starts with the abstract state and during the program refinement process introduces new 
procedures as necessary. However, it does not suit the situation where one would like 
to reuse an existing module, or where one has a clear idea of the interface of a desired 
module a priori. 
2. Module interface reuse 
It is quite common for the interface of a module to be already defined (often because 
one wishes to reuse an existing module) before refinement of a program that uses the 
module takes place. The aim of this paper is to introduce an approach to handling 
refinement of sequential programs in such cases. 
The approach is simply to allow the program to reference the abstract state of the 
module directly. The program may include statements (typically specification statements 
[5,4]) that examine and update the abstract state of the module. The motivation behind 
this is that it is easier to think about manipulating the abstract state directly rather 
than via the module’s operations, especially if the module’s operations are quite low 
level. 
In this stage of the refinement process we say that the module interface is open. All 
the usual refinement rules can be applied, the only difference being that the abstract state 
of the module is in scope, rather than being hidden. The program is then refined with 
the goal of removing the direct references to the module’s (abstract) state, replacing 
them with calls to the operations provided by the module. Once this goal is reached, 
the abstract state of the module may be hidden: the module interface may be closed. 
At this stage it is valid to use a data refinement of the module as an implementation 
of it. Note that at no stage is external access provided to the concrete state of a data 
refinement, only the abstract state is accessible while the interface is open. 
As with any development, during the refinement process one must be aware of the 
capabilities of the module one is using in order to avoid performing refinement steps 
that lead up a blind alley, where there is no simple way to refine what has been 
developed so far to make use of the operations provided by the module. 
To some, our approach may seem obvious, but to others who take information 
hiding as an inviolable principle of software design, our approach may seem heretical. 
However, our approach is consistent with the information-hiding principle once the 
module interface has been closed. The significance of encapsulating the representation 
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used in a module is that it allows data refinement of the representation. Our approach 
allows this, but only after the module has been closed. 
An example. Consider a program fragment that is required to swap the values asso- 
ciated with two symbols stored in a symbol table module. The symbol table is repre- 
sented abstractly as a finite partial function from symbols of type S to values of 
type v, 
st: s +v. 
with operations to look up the value associated with a symbol in the table, Look Up( s, ~‘1, 
and to update (or add) the value associated with a symbol, Update(s,v). We specify 
each module operation as a specification statement which has the form 
0 : [ pre, post], 
where u is the statement’s frame (a list of variables that may be modified by the 
statement), pre is its pre-condition and post is its post-condition. 
module S?~mbolTable c 
var st : S 4 N; 
initially st = {}; 
procedure Update(value s : S; value u : N ) 2 
st : [true,st = sto @ {s H u}]; 
procedure LookUp(value s : S; result u : N ) G 
v : [s E dom st, ti = St(s)]; 
end 
In the post-condition of Update, sto stands for the value of the symbol table before 
the operation, st for the value after, and ‘EI’ for function overriding. 
The program fragment to swap the values of symbols x and y in the symbol table 
is specified by the following specification statement. 
st : [{x y} C dom st, st = sto CB {x - sto(y), y H sto(x)}] 
Note that in order to specify this operation as a single update of the symbol table, one 
needs to refer directly to the abstract symbol table state. 
The swap may be refined to a sequence of operations by introducing local variables 
KY and uy to hold the values stored in the table for x and y. During this process direct 
reference to the module state is required. 
var E.X, v-v 0 
cx : [x E dom st, ux = st(x)]; 
ry : [y E domst, vy = st(y)]; 
st : [true,st = sto @ {x H uy}]; 
st : [tuue,st = sto @ {y +-+ ux}] 
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Because we are using an existing module we need to realise that our target program can 
only make use of the operations provided by the module. This motivates the structure 
we have derived so far. The specification statements in this program can now be refined 
to equivalent module operation calls: 
var vx, vy 0 
LookUp(x, vx); 
LookUp(y, 0~); 
Update(x, vy); 
Update( y, vx) 
Assuming the symbol table module is under one’s control, one could contemplate the 
alternative approach of adding a swap operation to the symbol table module. However, 
this approach does not scale up to more complex operations. By adding more operations 
or, alternatively, more parameters to an existing operation, one risks the ‘solution’ of 
introducing a baroque module interface with many operations with multiple parameters, 
not all of which are relevant to any one application. This can make the module interface 
more difficult to understand, and hence make reuse more difficult. Further, more of 
the program development problem is moved inside the module. This can lead to an 
unbalanced partitioning of the program development problem between the module and 
the rest of the program. 
A better approach is to avoid adding operations (or additional parameters) to a 
module for the sake of a single application, and instead to design the module interface 
to provide the primitives from which more complex operations can be built. It is for 
constructing such complex operations that the approach suggested by this paper is most 
relevant. The more complex the operation the harder it is to do without the approach 
_ an indication of its usefulness in scaling up refinement methods. 
The approach taken above can be justified with respect to that used in [4]. Essentially 
the same development can be done by extracting the abstract state, initialisation and op- 
erations from the module and including them directly in the program being developed, 
but without them being contained in a module. The refinement is then developed, 
and finally the state, initialisation and operations are repackaged to give a module 
identical to the one from which they were extracted. The resulting program is 
identical. 
The advantage of the approach espoused in this paper is that, when dealing with an 
existing module, the process of extracting the state and operations from the module, 
and then later repackaging them into a module are not required. There are additional 
advantages if the same module instance is to be used in the development of multiple 
sections of a larger program. If access to the module’s abstract state is not allowed, 
then because the module instance is shared, all of the sections of the program that make 
use of it will have to be developed using the extracted state and operations before the 
state and operations can be repackaged. 
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3. A larger example 
As a larger example let us examine the refinement of a program to calculate the sum 
of the values stored in a symbol table. For this example we make use of an extension 
of the previous symbol table module that provides a set of primitives for traversing a 
symbol table. A traversal is accomplished by first calling the procedure StartTraverse, 
which initialises the set of symbols traversed so far, trau, to be empty, and sets the 
flag traversing to true. The latter is used to disallow changes to the symbol table 
via the procedure Update while a traversal is in progress. The procedure NextPair 
retrieves successive pairs of symbol and value on each call. The function More returns 
true if and only if there are more symbols to be traversed. A call on More is only 
guaranteed to work correctly during a traversal. Hence, its specification makes use 
of a partial predicate which has a precondition that traversing is true. The procedure 
FinishTraverse finalises the traversal; updates to the table are then able take place. 
module SymbolTable ^ 
var st : S M N; 
traversing : boolean; 
trav : F S; 
initially st = {} A 7 traversing A trav = {}; 
procedure Update(value s : S; value v : N ) Q 
st : [- traversing,st = sto @ {s H v}]; 
procedure LookUp(value s : S; result v : N ) 2 
v : [s E dom st, u = St(s)]; 
procedure StartTraverse() E 
traversing, trav := true, {}; 
procedure NextPair(result s : S; result t’ : N ) ^ 
trav, s, v : [traversing A trav # dom st, 
s E (domst) \ travo A trav = trauo U {s} A v = 
function More0 : boolean ^ 
{ trauersing}(trav # dom st); 
procedure FinishTraverse( ) z 
traversing := false; 
end 
st(s)l; 
The task of the program is to set the variable 
var sum : N 
to the sum of the values stored in the table: 
sum, traversing, trav : [true,sum = (Cx : dom st . St(x)) A 7 traversing] (i) 
The program is allowed to perform a traversal of the table. Hence, the variables travers- 
ing and trau appear in its frame. It is also required to complete any such traversal 
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properly, so traversing should be false on termination. Note that the specification of 
the summation makes use of the abstract symbol table state; it is impossible to write 
the specification using only the module operations without writing the program we are 
trying to develop. 
Aside: More sophisticated programming language mechanisms such as opaque types, 
or higher-order procedures, may allow a better interface for the performing traversals; 
but such concerns are othogonal to the issue addressed in this paper. 
The refinement begins by initialising sum to zero and then performing a traversal of 
the symbol table. The specification statement used in (iii) below is the extended form 
from [4] which has three predicates: a precondition, an invariant and a postcondition. 
It is equivalent to a two predicate specification statement with the invariant conjoined 
to both the precondition and postcondition. 
(i) C: 
sum := 0; 
traversing, trav := true, {}; 
sum, trav : [true, 
(ii) 
traversing A sum = (Cx : trav . St(x)), 
trav = dom(st)]; (iii) 
traversing := false (iv) 
The structure of the above refinement is motivated by our desire to make use of a traver- 
sal of the symbol table. The statements make direct reference to the abstract symbol 
table state, but already we can make use of some of the procedures from the module. 
(ii) C StartTraverse 
(iv) 5 FinishTraverse 
The body of the traversal (iii) needs further development before its references to the 
abstract state can be replaced by calls to the symbol table operations. The traversal is 
implemented by a loop which maintains the invariant that sum is the sum of all the 
values associated with the symbols traversed so far (trav). On each iteration the set 
trav is increased, and as well trav is always bounded above by the finite set domst, 
so a suitable loop variant is domst \ trav. 
(iii) C 
do { traversing}( trav # dom st) -+ 
sum, trav : [trau # dom st, 
(v) 
od 
traversing A sum = (Cx : trav . St(x)). 
{ } G dom st \ trau c dom st \ travo] (vi) 
The loop guard includes the assertion, {traversing}, that is guaranteed to hold because 
it is part of the loop invariant. The assertion is included to allow refinement of the 
loop guard by a call on the function More. 
(v) C More0 
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The body of the loop can be refined by introducing a pair of variables, s and U, into 
which is retrieved a symbol and value pair which has not been previously retrieved 
from the table: the symbol, s, will be in the domain of the symbol table but not in the 
set of symbols traversed so far (trace). The variable trac is updated to reflect that s 
has been traversed. 
(vi) C 
par s : S; v : N . 
sum, trac, s, u : [trau # dom st, 
traversing A sum = (Cx : trav . st(x)), 
{ } C dom st \ tram C dom st \ trap0 A 
s E domst \ trauo A truu = trauo U {s} A 2’ = St(s)] (vii) 
1 
The final line of the postcondition implies that the variant is reduced (the previous line 
of the postcondition), so the variant reduction predicate may be dropped. At this stage 
the invariant is distributed to the precondition and postcondition, and in the postcon- 
dition a substitution is made using the fact that trar = travo U {s}. 
(vii) 5 
sum, tram, s, v : [trav # dom st A traversingA 
sum = (Cx : trau . St(x)), 
s E domst \ trauo A tratl = travo U {s} A 2’ = St(s) A 
sum = (Cx : traoo U {s} . St(x))] 
The predicate in the final line can be rewritten using the fact that s 4 trazlo: 
(viii) 
sum = (Cx : travo U {s} . St(x)) 
E splitting the domain of the summation 
sum = (Cx : travo . st(x)) + St(s) 
E from the remainder of the postcondition 
sum = (Cx : truuo . St(x)) + 21 
z from the precondition 
sum = sum0 + v 
We substitute this predicate in the postcondition and weaken the precondition to get 
the next refinement. 
(viii) C 
sum, trav, s, v : [trau # dom st A traversing, 
s E domst \ traz;o A trarl = travo U {s} A L’ = st(s)A 
sum = sum0 + v] 
_C following assignment 
traz;,s, c : [trav # domst A traversing, 
s E domst \ travo A trau = travo U {s} A L’ = St(s)]; 
sum :=sumtrJ 
(ix) 
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The refinement is completed by using a call on NextPair. 
(ix) C NextPair(s, v) 
Finally we gather together the code of the program. 
sum := 0; 
StartTraverse; 
do More0 -+ 
par s:S;v: N . 
NextPair(s, v); 
sum :=sum+v 
od; 
FinishTraverse 
The development of the program began from a specification statement that referred 
directly to the abstract symbol table state, but did not make any use of the symbol table 
operations. The intermediate stages of the development use a combination of symbol 
table operations that are directly provided by the module as well as (yet to be refined) 
complex operations on the table given as specification statements that directly refer to 
the module’s state. The final program is given only in terms of the operations provided 
by the symbol table module. At no stage is there any reference to the details of any 
implementation of the module, only to its specification. 
4. Reasoning 
In state-based specification and refinement methods, used for example with VDM 
[3], B [l] and the refinement calculus [2,4,6], the specification of a module includes 
its (abstract) state. The state is visible to a person reading the specification and pro- 
vides a basis for understanding the behaviour of the module’s operations. The state is 
also visible when it comes to reasoning about use of the module. The convention usu- 
ally followed is that the person can see the abstract state in order to reason about the 
module, but is constrained not to refer directly to the module state within the program 
they are developing. Our proposal is to relax this restriction during program develop- 
ment. The program may refer directly to the state during refinement - the program is 
not yet code’ - but the references must be eliminated eventually by replacing them 
with module operation calls. The endpoint of this development phase satisfies the usual 
convention that the program does not refer directly to the state of the module. The 
module can be closed off, and at this stage it can be replaced by a data refinement. 
’ Following the convention used in [4] we use the term code to refer to programs that can be compiled 
and executed. The term program is more general, while including code, it is also used for programs that 
may contain non-executable constructs, such as specification statements. 
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A possible alternative approach to reasoning about a program using a module is 
to prove properties about the externally visible behaviour of the module’s operations 
as theorems within the module. The theorems can include properties of sequences of 
operation calls (including the parameters to the calls). Although a proof of a theorem 
may reference the module’s state, the statement of the theorem should have no explicit 
references to the state. It is easy to see how such theorems can be devised for simple 
or systematic sequences of calls, but for more complex applications the sequence of 
calls may be quite complicated and intimately interwoven with the order in which the 
program calls the module’s operations. In these cases reasoning about the sequences 
is tantamount to reasoning about the particular application program and its use of the 
abstract module. 
It would appear to be a mistake to consider all such reasoning to be internal to 
the module. It is more appropriate to consider such reasoning to be about the abstract 
program that uses the module. On the other hand, if certain simple sequences of calls 
occur frequently within many applications, then it would be useful to prove properties 
of such sequences just once within the bounds of the module. 
5. Conclusions 
A simple approach to the rigorous development of software that reuses existing 
modules is initially to allow the program to refer to the abstract state of the module 
during the early stages of the development process. The module interface is open at 
this stage. The goal of the development is to remove the explicit references to the 
module’s abstract state. Once this goal is attained the module interface may be closed. 
Only at this stage does the principle of information hiding come into play in order to 
allow changes of representation of the module’s state via data refinement. 
Our approach allows access to the abstract state of a module during the initial stages 
of the refinement of a program that uses the module, but at no stage does it allow 
external access to the state associated with data refinements of the module. All data 
refinements of the state remain internal to the module and may not be accessed directly 
by the remainder of the program. 
The approach allows one to write programs that use the abstract structures of modules 
directly in the early stages of the program development process. This is essential if 
the program to be developed is complex and the operations of the module that is 
being reused are relatively low level. Overall, the approach allows more straightforward 
refinement of programs that reuse existing module interfaces. 
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